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Slavery has ended.

Throughout and of our-galaxy.

A foreign culture's end of the world, has halted before becoming.

It is in a different-sense, also so, of a story, an end of the world.

We are individual(s), and are held as such.

Our law, is not sworn to - it is your sworn testimony.

We are entitled to equality, in a sense, now, the meaning of God.

The other side of God, is prosperity.

Thus, right intention, etc...

I have the absolute.

It is that beheld of-self, for in analytical judement of one's logical reasoning, one may effectually entitle of one's notary, 

to a jurist, - that we are judged on behalf of another, is our opening to which we intend an honest participance, in this 

from which it is of one end-to-the-other of self-observance of a fork, in the tandem, we may eliminably disinclude the 

former, - thus, that so, they are a questionable element, then void, - to which we adherently may presuppose of the 

lemma of our's in relation to-self, - thus of a possessorship of clemence.  This is the opening to a new schedule, and 

diagnositic, of the system of knowledge, - by whom of such is the self, no will, but intimable end, - by whom it began 

with another.

Therefore, the defined truth of 18'-1', of what is to presuppose we may entitle of sharing.  To render this obligitory is 

the abhorrence of an individual, and abandonment of the self, to instinct, but it is logical to conclude we are a witness of 

this world, in whom as-else (in 6'-4') there is a priority by which another know(s) self, this is the blind quality of 

observence.

Thus, we lay claim, to a logical supportive basis of memory, and recover.
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